Film Sound Design Project

Summary
In a paragraph summarize the goal of the project and what you DID and MADE for the project.

Film Before Foley and Sound Effects
- Embed video from YouTube
- Write description

Film After Foley and Sound Effects
- Embed video from YouTube
- Embed image from Flickr
- Write explanation

Foley Process
- Embed image from Flickr
- Write description

Sound Library
- Embed image from Flickr
- Embed mp3 from Soundcloud
- Write description

Audio Signal Chain Terms
Define terms

Foley and Sound Effects Terms
Define terms

What I Learned and Problems I Solved
In a paragraph EXPLAIN what you learned and how you problemsolved issues.
Film Sound Design Project

NAME ________________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6

☐ Title of blog post Film Sound Design Project
☐ Use Section Headings in blog post

Summary
☐ Describe what you Did and Made

Film Before Foley and Sound Effects
☐ Embed evidence as video from YouTube

Film After Foley and Sound Effects
☐ Embed evidence as video from YouTube
☐ Embed GarageBand evidence as image from Flickr

Sounds and Written Descriptions
☐ 1 - Few sounds, with little or no description
☐ 2 - Some sounds, with some written descriptions
☐ 3 - Many Sounds, descriptions for all sounds
☐ 4 - Many Sounds, explanations for all sounds

Foley Process
☐ Embed evidence as an image from Flickr
☐ Write a brief description of your Foley process

Sound Library
☐ Embed GarageBand evidence as image from Flickr
☐ Embed sound evidence as a mp3 from Soundcloud

Sounds and Written Descriptions
☐ 1 - Few sounds, with little or no description
☐ 2 - Some sounds, with some written descriptions
☐ 3 - 10 Sounds, descriptions for all sounds
☐ 4 - At least 10 Sounds, explanations for all sounds

Audio Signal Chain Terms
☐ Define terms and include throughout blog post

Foley and Sound Effects Terms
☐ Define terms and include throughout blog post

What I Learned and Problems I Solved
☐ Explain what you learned & a problem you solved
☐ Use proper grammar; (i.e. ‘i’, complete sentences)

20 POINTS TOTAL

REVIEW’S NAME _______________________________